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Unifying the epidemiological and evolutionary dynamics of pathogens
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Epidemiological questions

1. When did an epidemic start? 
2. Where did it come from, how many introductions?  
3. How fast is it transmitting? 
4. In what direction is it spreading? 
5. Are hosts X, Y & Z epidemiologically linked? 
6. Local transmission or repeated repeated introductions? 
7. Of how many strains is the epidemic composed? 
8. What adaptations has it accrued? 
9. ...
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Phylodynamic inference: time
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Epidemiological questions
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Diversifying selection
Any form of natural selection 
that generates high levels of 
genetic diversity; for example, 
recurrent positive selection or 
balancing selection.

Parsimony approach
A principle of evolutionary 
inference, based on  
the assumption that the 
best-supported evolutionary 
history for a characteristic is 
the one that requires the 
fewest number of changes  
in that characteristic.

Box 1 | Phylodynamic techniques

Rooted molecular phylogenies can be estimated from viral gene sequences (see the figure, part a). Depending on the 
scale of the analysis undertaken, the sampled sequences (red circles) may represent infected individuals, infected cells, 
virions or higher-level units such as villages. The phylogeny branching order shows the shared ancestry of the sequences, 
which usually — but not always — reflects the history of pathogen transmission between these units (discussed in main 
text). This phylogeny has no timescale, so the branch lengths represent the genetic divergence from the ancestor (black 
circle). If the sequences of interest undergo recombination, then a single phylogenetic tree may not adequately describe 
evolutionary history and alternative methods can be applied (for example, REF. 104).

The same phylogeny can also be reconstructed using a molecular clock model (see the figure, part b), which defines a 
relationship between genetic distance and time. The pathogen sequences have been sampled at known time points and 
the phylogeny branches have lengths in units of years. This approach estimates the ages of branching events, including 
that of the common ancestor. The simplest, ‘strict’ clock model assumes that all lineages evolve at the same rate. More 
complex, ‘relaxed’ models allow evolutionary rates to vary through time or among lineages, resulting in variation around 
an average rate25. In this phylogeny, unusually fast or slow evolving lineages are shown as thick or thin lines, respectively. 
The relationships among genetic distance, evolutionary rate and time can be understood by comparing the branch 
lengths in part a and part b.

Phylodynamic data can also highlight the evolution through time of mutations that may reflect viral adaptations  
(see the figure, part c). Observed amino acid changes (crosses) are shown mapped onto specific phylogeny branches. 
Amino acid sites under positive selection can be identified using dn/ds methods, which compare the rate of replacement 
substitutions (that change the amino acid) with the rate of silent substitutions (that do not change the amino acid)18,105. 
Such methods are most powerful when detecting diversifying selection, making them appropriate for the analysis of 
infectious disease, but the results obtained using these methods require careful interpretation106. Of particular interest 
are the replacement mutations that are found on the persisting phylogenetic ‘backbone’ that represents the ancestor of 
future virus populations (blue branches), as opposed to those occurring on branches that die out (black branches).

The data can also be analysed using temporal phylogeography (see the figure, part d). The nine sequences were sampled 
from France (green, A), the United Kingdom (blue, B) and two locations in Spain (red, C

1
 and C

2
). Statistical methods can be 

used to reconstruct the history of pathogen spread, so that each branch is labelled with its estimated geographic position. 
Current reconstruction methods mostly use simple parsimony approaches107 that reconstruct a minimum set of migration 
events consistent with the observed phylogeny. Lineage movement events are marked on the phylogeny with crosses. 
Combining the spatial and temporal information provides further insights — this hypothetical pathogen spread to 
location C

1
 years before independently arriving at location C

2
. Such analyses are not limited to hypotheses concerning 

physical geography, as the labels A, B, C can stand for any trait of interest, for example, host species, cell tropism during 
infection, host risk factors or clinical outcome.

The principles of coalescent analyses, which incorporate an explicit model of the sampled pathogen population, are 
illustrated in figure, part e. Each circle represents an infection, and circles on the same row occur during the same period 
of time. The increasing width of each row therefore reflects the growth of the epidemic through time. Starting from the 
sampled infections (red), the sampled lineages (black lines) can be traced back through unsampled infections (grey)  
to the common ancestor (black circle). The rate at which the sampled lineages merge or coalesce depends on population 
processes such as population dynamics, population structure, selection and recombination (only change in population size 
is represented here). Coalescent methods are used to infer these processes from randomly sampled pathogen sequences.
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that generates high levels of 
genetic diversity; for example, 
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balancing selection.

Parsimony approach
A principle of evolutionary 
inference, based on  
the assumption that the 
best-supported evolutionary 
history for a characteristic is 
the one that requires the 
fewest number of changes  
in that characteristic.

Box 1 | Phylodynamic techniques

Rooted molecular phylogenies can be estimated from viral gene sequences (see the figure, part a). Depending on the 
scale of the analysis undertaken, the sampled sequences (red circles) may represent infected individuals, infected cells, 
virions or higher-level units such as villages. The phylogeny branching order shows the shared ancestry of the sequences, 
which usually — but not always — reflects the history of pathogen transmission between these units (discussed in main 
text). This phylogeny has no timescale, so the branch lengths represent the genetic divergence from the ancestor (black 
circle). If the sequences of interest undergo recombination, then a single phylogenetic tree may not adequately describe 
evolutionary history and alternative methods can be applied (for example, REF. 104).

The same phylogeny can also be reconstructed using a molecular clock model (see the figure, part b), which defines a 
relationship between genetic distance and time. The pathogen sequences have been sampled at known time points and 
the phylogeny branches have lengths in units of years. This approach estimates the ages of branching events, including 
that of the common ancestor. The simplest, ‘strict’ clock model assumes that all lineages evolve at the same rate. More 
complex, ‘relaxed’ models allow evolutionary rates to vary through time or among lineages, resulting in variation around 
an average rate25. In this phylogeny, unusually fast or slow evolving lineages are shown as thick or thin lines, respectively. 
The relationships among genetic distance, evolutionary rate and time can be understood by comparing the branch 
lengths in part a and part b.

Phylodynamic data can also highlight the evolution through time of mutations that may reflect viral adaptations  
(see the figure, part c). Observed amino acid changes (crosses) are shown mapped onto specific phylogeny branches. 
Amino acid sites under positive selection can be identified using dn/ds methods, which compare the rate of replacement 
substitutions (that change the amino acid) with the rate of silent substitutions (that do not change the amino acid)18,105. 
Such methods are most powerful when detecting diversifying selection, making them appropriate for the analysis of 
infectious disease, but the results obtained using these methods require careful interpretation106. Of particular interest 
are the replacement mutations that are found on the persisting phylogenetic ‘backbone’ that represents the ancestor of 
future virus populations (blue branches), as opposed to those occurring on branches that die out (black branches).

The data can also be analysed using temporal phylogeography (see the figure, part d). The nine sequences were sampled 
from France (green, A), the United Kingdom (blue, B) and two locations in Spain (red, C

1
 and C

2
). Statistical methods can be 

used to reconstruct the history of pathogen spread, so that each branch is labelled with its estimated geographic position. 
Current reconstruction methods mostly use simple parsimony approaches107 that reconstruct a minimum set of migration 
events consistent with the observed phylogeny. Lineage movement events are marked on the phylogeny with crosses. 
Combining the spatial and temporal information provides further insights — this hypothetical pathogen spread to 
location C

1
 years before independently arriving at location C

2
. Such analyses are not limited to hypotheses concerning 

physical geography, as the labels A, B, C can stand for any trait of interest, for example, host species, cell tropism during 
infection, host risk factors or clinical outcome.

The principles of coalescent analyses, which incorporate an explicit model of the sampled pathogen population, are 
illustrated in figure, part e. Each circle represents an infection, and circles on the same row occur during the same period 
of time. The increasing width of each row therefore reflects the growth of the epidemic through time. Starting from the 
sampled infections (red), the sampled lineages (black lines) can be traced back through unsampled infections (grey)  
to the common ancestor (black circle). The rate at which the sampled lineages merge or coalesce depends on population 
processes such as population dynamics, population structure, selection and recombination (only change in population size 
is represented here). Coalescent methods are used to infer these processes from randomly sampled pathogen sequences.
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Rooted molecular phylogenies can be estimated from viral gene sequences (see the figure, part a). Depending on the 
scale of the analysis undertaken, the sampled sequences (red circles) may represent infected individuals, infected cells, 
virions or higher-level units such as villages. The phylogeny branching order shows the shared ancestry of the sequences, 
which usually — but not always — reflects the history of pathogen transmission between these units (discussed in main 
text). This phylogeny has no timescale, so the branch lengths represent the genetic divergence from the ancestor (black 
circle). If the sequences of interest undergo recombination, then a single phylogenetic tree may not adequately describe 
evolutionary history and alternative methods can be applied (for example, REF. 104).

The same phylogeny can also be reconstructed using a molecular clock model (see the figure, part b), which defines a 
relationship between genetic distance and time. The pathogen sequences have been sampled at known time points and 
the phylogeny branches have lengths in units of years. This approach estimates the ages of branching events, including 
that of the common ancestor. The simplest, ‘strict’ clock model assumes that all lineages evolve at the same rate. More 
complex, ‘relaxed’ models allow evolutionary rates to vary through time or among lineages, resulting in variation around 
an average rate25. In this phylogeny, unusually fast or slow evolving lineages are shown as thick or thin lines, respectively. 
The relationships among genetic distance, evolutionary rate and time can be understood by comparing the branch 
lengths in part a and part b.

Phylodynamic data can also highlight the evolution through time of mutations that may reflect viral adaptations  
(see the figure, part c). Observed amino acid changes (crosses) are shown mapped onto specific phylogeny branches. 
Amino acid sites under positive selection can be identified using dn/ds methods, which compare the rate of replacement 
substitutions (that change the amino acid) with the rate of silent substitutions (that do not change the amino acid)18,105. 
Such methods are most powerful when detecting diversifying selection, making them appropriate for the analysis of 
infectious disease, but the results obtained using these methods require careful interpretation106. Of particular interest 
are the replacement mutations that are found on the persisting phylogenetic ‘backbone’ that represents the ancestor of 
future virus populations (blue branches), as opposed to those occurring on branches that die out (black branches).

The data can also be analysed using temporal phylogeography (see the figure, part d). The nine sequences were sampled 
from France (green, A), the United Kingdom (blue, B) and two locations in Spain (red, C

1
 and C

2
). Statistical methods can be 

used to reconstruct the history of pathogen spread, so that each branch is labelled with its estimated geographic position. 
Current reconstruction methods mostly use simple parsimony approaches107 that reconstruct a minimum set of migration 
events consistent with the observed phylogeny. Lineage movement events are marked on the phylogeny with crosses. 
Combining the spatial and temporal information provides further insights — this hypothetical pathogen spread to 
location C

1
 years before independently arriving at location C

2
. Such analyses are not limited to hypotheses concerning 

physical geography, as the labels A, B, C can stand for any trait of interest, for example, host species, cell tropism during 
infection, host risk factors or clinical outcome.

The principles of coalescent analyses, which incorporate an explicit model of the sampled pathogen population, are 
illustrated in figure, part e. Each circle represents an infection, and circles on the same row occur during the same period 
of time. The increasing width of each row therefore reflects the growth of the epidemic through time. Starting from the 
sampled infections (red), the sampled lineages (black lines) can be traced back through unsampled infections (grey)  
to the common ancestor (black circle). The rate at which the sampled lineages merge or coalesce depends on population 
processes such as population dynamics, population structure, selection and recombination (only change in population size 
is represented here). Coalescent methods are used to infer these processes from randomly sampled pathogen sequences.
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Epidemiological questions

1. When did an epidemic start? 
2. Where did it come from, how many introductions?  
3. How fast is it transmitting? 
4. In what direction is it spreading? 
5. Are hosts X, Y & Z epidemiologically linked? 
6. Local transmission or repeated repeated introductions? 
7. Of how many strains is the epidemic composed? 
8. What adaptations has it accrued? 
9. ...

Cite as: M. Worobey et al., Science 
10.1126/science.abp8715 (2022).  
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Timing the SARS-CoV-2 index case in Hubei province
Jonathan Pekar1,2, Michael Worobey3*, Niema Moshiri4, Konrad Scheffler5, Joel O. Wertheim6*

Understanding when severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) emerged is critical
to evaluating our current approach to monitoring novel zoonotic pathogens and understanding the
failure of early containment and mitigation efforts for COVID-19. We used a coalescent framework to
combine retrospective molecular clock inference with forward epidemiological simulations to determine
how long SARS-CoV-2 could have circulated before the time of the most recent common ancestor of
all sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes. Our results define the period between mid-October and mid-
November 2019 as the plausible interval when the first case of SARS-CoV-2 emerged in Hubei province,
China. By characterizing the likely dynamics of the virus before it was discovered, we show that
more than two-thirds of SARS-CoV-2–like zoonotic events would be self-limited, dying out without
igniting a pandemic. Our findings highlight the shortcomings of zoonosis surveillance approaches for
detecting highly contagious pathogens with moderate mortality rates.

I
n late December of 2019, the first cases of
COVID-19, the disease caused by severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2), were described in the city
of Wuhan in Hubei province, China (1, 2).

The virus quickly spread within China (3).
The cordon sanitaire that was put in place in
Wuhan on 23 January 2020 and mitigation
efforts across China eventually brought about
an end to sustained local transmission. In
March and April 2020, restrictions across
China were relaxed (4). By then, however,
COVID-19 was a pandemic (5).
A concerted effort has been made to retro-

spectively diagnose the earliest cases of COVID-
19 and thus determine when the virus first
began transmitting among humans. Both epi-
demiological and phylogenetic approaches sug-
gest an emergence of the pandemic in Hubei
province at some point in late 2019 (2, 6, 7).
The first described cluster of COVID-19 was
associated with the Huanan Seafood Whole-
sale Market in late December 2019, and the
earliest sequenced SARS-CoV-2 genomes came
from this cluster (8, 9). However, this market
cluster is unlikely to have denoted the begin-
ning of the pandemic, as COVID-19 cases from
early December lacked connections to the
market (7). The earliest such case in the scientific
literature is from an individual retrospec-
tively diagnosed on 1 December 2019 (6). Not-
ably, however, newspaper reports document
retrospective COVID-19 diagnoses recorded
by the Chinese government going back to
17 November 2019 in Hubei province (10).

These reports detail daily retrospective COVID-
19 diagnoses through the end of November,
suggesting that SARS-CoV-2 was actively cir-
culating for at least a month before it was
discovered.
Molecular clock phylogenetic analyses have

inferred the time of the most recent common
ancestor (tMRCA) of all sequenced SARS-CoV-2
genomes to be in late November or early
December 2019, with uncertainty estimates
typically dating to October 2019 (7, 11, 12).
Crucially, though, this tMRCA is not necessar-
ily equivalent to the date of zoonosis or index
case infection (13, 14) because coalescent pro-
cesses can prune basal viral lineages before
they have the opportunity to be sampled, po-
tentially pushing SARS-CoV-2 tMRCA estimates
forward in time from the index case by days,
weeks, or months. For a point of comparison,
consider the zoonotic origins of the HIV-1
pandemic, whose tMRCA in the early 20th
century coincided with the urbanization of
Kinshasa, in what is now the Democratic
Republic of the Congo (15, 16), but whose
cross-species transmission from a chimpanzee
reservoir occurred in southeast Cameroon,
likely predating the tMRCA of sampled HIV-1
genomes by many years (17). Despite this
important distinction, the tMRCA has been
frequently conflated with the date of the
index case infection in the SARS-CoV-2 lit-
erature (7, 18, 19).
Here, we combine retrospective molecular

clock analysis in a coalescent framework with
a forward compartmental epidemiologicalmod-
el to estimate the timing of the SARS-CoV-2
index case in Hubei province. The inferred dy-
namics during these unobserved early days of
SARS-CoV-2 highlight challenges in detecting
and preventing nascent pandemics.
We first explored the evolutionary dynam-

ics of the first wave of SARS-CoV-2 infections
in China. We used Bayesian phylodynamics
(20) to reconstruct the underlying coalescent
processes using a Bayesian Skyline approach

for 583 SARS-CoV-2 complete genomes, sam-
pled in China betweenwhen the viruswas first
discovered at the end of December 2019 and
the last of the non-reintroduced circulating
virus in April 2020. Applying a strict molec-
ular clock, we inferred an evolutionary rate
of 7.90 × 10−4 substitutions per site per year
[95% highest posterior density (HPD): 6.64 ×
10−4 to 9.27 × 10−4]. The tMRCA of these cir-
culating strains was inferred to fall within a
34-daywindowwith ameanof 9December 2019
(95% HPD: 17 November to 20 December)
(Fig. 1). This estimate accounts for the many
disparate inferred rooting orientations [see
supplementary text and (21)]. Notably, 78.7%
of the posterior density postdates the earliest
published case on 1 December, and 95.1% post-
dates the earliest reported case on 17November.
Relaxing the molecular clock provides a similar
tMRCA estimate, as does applying a Skygrid
coalescent approach (fig. S1). The recency of
this tMRCA estimate in relation to the ear-
liest documented COVID-19 cases obliges us to
consider the possibility that this tMRCA does
not capture the index case and that SARS-
CoV-2 was circulating in Hubei province before
the inferred tMRCA.
If the tMRCA postdates the earliest docu-

mented cases, then the earliest diverged SARS-
CoV-2 lineagesmust have gone extinct (Fig. 2).
As these early basal lineages disappeared, the
tMRCA of the remaining lineages would move
forward in time (fig. S2). Thus, we interrogated
the posterior trees sampled from the phylody-
namic analysis to determine whether this time
of coalescence had stabilized before the se-
quencing of the first SARS-CoV-2 genomes on
24 December 2019 or whether this process of
basal lineage loss was ongoing in late December
and/or early January. Notably, these basal
lineages need not be associated with specific
mutations, as the phylodynamic inference re-
constructs the coalescent history, not the mu-
tational history (20).
We find only weak evidence for basal line-

age loss between 24 December 2019 and
13 January 2020 (fig. S3A). The root tMRCA
is within 1 day of the tMRCA of virus sampled
on or after 1 January 2020 in 78.5% of pos-
terior samples (fig. S3B). The tMRCA of ge-
nomes sampled on or after 1 January 2020 is
3 days later than the tMRCA of all sampled
genomes. By contrast, the mean tMRCA does
not change when considering genomes sam-
pled on or after 1 January 2020 versus on or
after 13 January 2020. This consistency indi-
cates a stabilization of coalescent processes
at the start of 2020, when an estimated total of
1000 people had been infectedwith SARS-CoV-2
in Wuhan (22). Nonetheless, to account for the
weak signal of a delay in reaching a stable co-
alescence (i.e., the point in time at which basal
lineages cease to be lost), we identified the
tMRCA for all viruses sampled on or after
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Untangling introductions and persistence in 
COVID-19 resurgence in Europe

Philippe Lemey1,2ಞᅒ, Nick Ruktanonchai3,4, Samuel L. Hong1, Vittoria Colizza5, Chiara Poletto5, 
Frederik Van den Broeck1,6, Mandev S. Gill1, Xiang Ji7, Anthony Levasseur8, Bas B. Oude 
Munnink9, Marion Koopmans9, Adam Sadilek10, Shengjie Lai3, Andrew J. Tatem3, Guy Baele1, 
Marc A. Suchard11,12,13 & Simon Dellicour1,14ಞᅒ

After the !rst wave of SARS-CoV-2 infections in spring 2020, Europe experienced a 
resurgence of the virus starting in late summer 2020 that was deadlier and more 
di"cult to contain1. Relaxed intervention measures and summer travel have been 
implicated as drivers of the second wave2. Here we build a phylogeographical model 
to evaluate how newly introduced lineages, as opposed to the rekindling of persistent 
lineages, contributed to the resurgence of COVID-19 in Europe. We inform this model 
using genomic, mobility and epidemiological data from 10 European countries and 
estimate that in many countries more than half of the lineages circulating in late 
summer resulted from new introductions since 15 June 2020. The success in onward 
transmission of newly introduced lineages was negatively associated with the local 
incidence of COVID-19 during this period. The pervasive spread of variants in summer 
2020 highlights the threat of viral dissemination when restrictions are lifted, and this 
needs to be carefully considered in strategies to control the current spread of variants 
that are more transmissible and/or evade immunity. Our !ndings indicate that more 
e$ective and coordinated measures are required to contain the spread through 
cross-border travel even as vaccination is reducing disease burden.

Upon successfully curbing transmission in spring 2020, many European 
countries witnessed a resurgence in cases of COVID-19 in the late sum-
mer. The number of COVID-19 infections increased rapidly, and by the 
end of October, it was clear that the continent was deep into a second 
epidemic wave. This forced governments to reimpose lockdowns and 
social restrictions in an effort to contain the resurgence. Although these 
measures reduced infection rates across Europe3, several countries 
witnessed a stabilization at high levels or even a new surge in infections. 
The spread of more transmissible variants, in particular B.1.1.7 (Alpha 
variant or 20I (V1)), which was first identified in the UK4, has consider-
ably exacerbated the challenge to contain COVID-19.

Already early on in the pandemic, modelling studies warned about 
new waves due to partial relaxation of restrictions5 or seasonal varia-
tions6. By mid-April, the European Commission constructed a road-
map to lifting coronavirus containment measures7, recommending 
a cautious and coordinated manner to revive social and economic 
activities. However, the early start of the devastating second wave 
demonstrated that there was insufficient adherence to these measured 
recommendations. Cross-border travel, and mass tourism in particular, 

has been implicated as a major instigator of the second wave. Genomic 
surveillance demonstrated that a new variant (lineage B.1.1778, 20E 
(EU1) (https://nextstrain.org/), which emerged in Spain in early sum-
mer, has spread to multiple locations in Europe2. Although this variant 
quickly grew into the dominant circulating SARS-CoV-2 strain in several 
countries, it did not appear to be associated with a higher intrinsic 
transmissibility2.

Although it appears clear that travel considerably contributed to the 
second wave in Europe, it remains challenging to assess how it may have 
restructured and reignited the epidemic in the different European coun-
tries. Even without resuming travel, relaxing containment measures 
when low-level transmission is ongoing risks the proliferation of locally 
circulating strains. Phylodynamic analyses may provide insights into 
the relative importance of persistence versus the introduction of new 
lineages, but such analyses are complicated for SARS-CoV-2 for different 
reasons. Phylogenetic reconstructions may be poorly resolved owing 
to the relatively limited SARS-CoV-2 sequence diversity9. This is further 
confounded by the degree of genetic mixing that can be expected from 
unrestricted travel before the lockdowns in spring 2020.
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Cryptic transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in
Washington state
Trevor Bedford1,2,3*†, Alexander L. Greninger1,4†, Pavitra Roychoudhury1,4†, Lea M. Starita2,3†,
Michael Famulare5†, Meei-Li Huang1,4, Arun Nalla4, Gregory Pepper4, Adam Reinhardt4, Hong Xie4,
Lasata Shrestha4, Truong N. Nguyen4, Amanda Adler6, Elisabeth Brandstetter7, Shari Cho2,3,
Danielle Giroux3, Peter D. Han2,3, Kairsten Fay1, Chris D. Frazar3, Misja Ilcisin1, Kirsten Lacombe6,
Jover Lee1, Anahita Kiavand2,3, Matthew Richardson3, Thomas R. Sibley1, Melissa Truong2,3,
Caitlin R. Wolf7, Deborah A. Nickerson2,3, Mark J. Rieder2,3, Janet A. Englund2,6,8,
The Seattle Flu Study Investigators‡, James Hadfield1, Emma B. Hodcroft9,10, John Huddleston1,11,
Louise H. Moncla1, Nicola F. Müller1, Richard A. Neher9,10, Xianding Deng12, Wei Gu12,
Scot Federman12, Charles Chiu12, Jeffrey S. Duchin7,13, Romesh Gautom14, Geoff Melly14,
Brian Hiatt14, Philip Dykema14, Scott Lindquist14, Krista Queen15, Ying Tao15, Anna Uehara15,
Suxiang Tong15, Duncan MacCannell16, Gregory L. Armstrong16, Geoffrey S. Baird4, Helen Y. Chu2,7§,
Jay Shendure2,3,17§, Keith R. Jerome1,4§

After its emergence in Wuhan, China, in late November or early December 2019, the severe
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus rapidly spread globally. Genome
sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 allows the reconstruction of its transmission history, although this is
contingent on sampling. We analyzed 453 SARS-CoV-2 genomes collected between 20 February
and 15 March 2020 from infected patients in Washington state in the United States. We find that most
SARS-CoV-2 infections sampled during this time derive from a single introduction in late January
or early February 2020, which subsequently spread locally before active community surveillance
was implemented.

T
he novel coronavirus, referred to alter-
nately as severe acute respiratory syn-
drome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) (1)
or human coronavirus 2019 (hCoV-19)
(2), emerged in Wuhan, Hubei, China,

in late November or early December 2019 (3).
As of 18 May 2020, there have been >4million

confirmed cases of coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19)—the disease caused by SARS-CoV-
2—that have resulted in >300,000 deaths (4).
After its initial emergence in China, travel-
associated cases with travel histories related to
Wuhan appeared in other parts of the world
(5). The first confirmed case in theUnited States
was travel associated and was detected in
Snohomish County, Washington state, on
19 January 2020. Until 27 February 2020, the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Preven-
tion (CDC) guidance recommended prioritiz-
ing testing for COVID-19 on persons with
direct travel history from an affected area or
with exposure to a known case. Cases of respi-
ratory diseasewith no known risk factors were
not routinely tested. In the 6 weeks between
19 January and 27 February, 59 confirmed
cases were reported in the United States (6),
all outside of Washington state and with either
direct travel history or exposure to a known,
confirmed case. On 28 February 2020, a com-
munity case was identified in Snohomish
County (7). One month later, on 25 March,
as a result of increased testing and ongoing
transmission,Washington state reported 2580
confirmed cases and 132 deaths (8). Here, we
report on the putative history of early commu-
nity transmission in Washington state as re-
vealed by genomic epidemiology.We conclude
that SARS-CoV-2 was circulating for several
weeks undetected by the surveillance appara-

tus in Washington state from late January to
early February 2020.
Although publicly available SARS-CoV-2 ge-

nomes (9, 10) are not sampled in strict propor-
tion to the burden of infections through time
and across geography, their genetic relation-
ships can still shed light on underlying pat-
terns of spread. SARS-CoV-2 genomes sampled
between December 2019 and 15 March 2020
appear to be closely related, with between 0
and 12 mutations relative to a common an-
cestor estimated to exist in Wuhan between
late November and early December 2019
(Fig. 1). This pattern is consistent with a
reported rate of molecular evolution of ~0.8 ×
10−3 substitutions per site per year or approx-
imately two substitutions per genome per
month (3). After its initial zoonotic emergence
in Wuhan (11), SARS-CoV-2 viral genomes be-
gan to accumulate substitutions and spread
fromWuhan to other regions in the world (3).
During December 2019, the Wuhan outbreak
was too small to seedmany introductions out-
side of China, but by January 2020, it had
grown large enough to begin seeding cases
elsewhere (12).
Sequencing of viruses from the Washington

state outbreak began on 28 February 2020 and
has continued since then. We analyzed the se-
quences of 455 SARS-CoV-2 viruses from this
outbreak collected between 19 January and
15 March 2020 (Fig. 1). Virus sequences from
Washington state are closely related to those
from viruses collected elsewhere. Clusters of
closely related viruses indicate separate intro-
duction events followed by local spread. The
majority (n = 384; 84%) of these viruses fall
into a closely related clade (marked by the
larger arrow in Fig. 1), and these viruses have
single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) C8782T,
C17747T, A17858G, C18060T, and T28144C rel-
ative to the basal virus at the root of the phy-
logeny, which is equivalent to the reference
virus Wuhan/Hu-1/2019. This clade derives
from viruses circulating in China (Fig. 1, in
blue), is closely related to viruses sampled in
British Columbia (Fig. 1, in orange), and is lab-
eled as Pangolin lineage A.1 (13). Going forward,
we refer to this clade as the Washington state
outbreak clade. Other viruses (n = 39; 9%) fall
into a separate, smaller clade (marked by the
smaller arrow in Fig. 1) and derive from vi-
ruses circulating in Europe. The remaining 33
viruses (7%) from Washington state are dis-
tributed across the phylogeny. Thus, we con-
clude that most early cases descend from a
single introduction event followed by local
amplification.
The Washington state outbreak clade has a

highly comb-like structure (Fig. 2A), which is
indicative of rapid exponential growth (14).
This clade has a C17747T change relative to
viruses sampled in British Columbia and a
A17858G change relative to viruses sampled in
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SUMMARY

The independent emergence late in 2020 of the B.1.1.7, B.1.351, and P.1 lineages of SARS-CoV-2 prompted
renewed concerns about the evolutionary capacity of this virus to overcome public health interventions and
rising population immunity. Here, by examining patterns of synonymous and non-synonymous mutations
that have accumulated in SARS-CoV-2 genomes since the pandemic began, we find that the emergence
of these three ‘‘501Y lineages’’ coincided with a major global shift in the selective forces acting on various
SARS-CoV-2 genes. Following their emergence, the adaptive evolution of 501Y lineage viruses has involved
repeated selectively favored convergent mutations at 35 genome sites, mutations we refer to as the 501Y
meta-signature. The ongoing convergence of viruses in many other lineages on this meta-signature suggests
that it includesmultiple mutation combinations capable of promoting the persistence of diverse SARS-CoV-2
lineages in the face of mounting host immune recognition.

INTRODUCTION

In the first 11 months of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic (December
2019 – October 2020), the evolution of the virus worldwide was in
the context of a highly susceptible new host population (Dear-
love et al., 2020; MacLean et al., 2021). Other than the early iden-
tification of the D614G substitution in the viral Spike protein
(Korber et al., 2020; Plante et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020) and
P323L in the viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase protein (Gar-

vin et al., 2020), both of whichmay have increased viral transmis-
sibility without impacting pathogenesis (Peacock et al., 2021),
few mutations were epidemiologically significant and the evolu-
tionary dynamics of the virus were predominantly characterized
by a mutational pattern of slow and selectively neutral random
genetic drift (Dearlove et al., 2020; MacLean et al., 2021). This
behavior is consistent with exponential growth in a population
of naive susceptible hosts that do not exert significant selective
pressures on the pathogen prior to transmission events
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Spread of a SARS-CoV-2 variant through 
Europe in the summer of 2020

Emma B. Hodcroft1,2,3ಞᅒ, Moira Zuber1, Sarah Nadeau2,4, Timothy G. Vaughan2,4, 
Katharine H. D. Crawford5,6,7, Christian L. Althaus3, Martina L. Reichmuth3, John E. Bowen8, 
Alexandra C. Walls8, Davide Corti9, Jesse D. Bloom5,6,10, David Veesler8, David Mateo11, 
Alberto Hernando11, Iñaki Comas12,13, Fernando González-Candelas13,14, SeqCOVID-SPAIN 
consortium*, Tanja Stadler2,4,92 & Richard A. Neher1,2,92ಞᅒ

Following its emergence in late 2019, the spread of SARS-CoV-21,2 has been tracked by 
phylogenetic analysis of viral genome sequences in unprecedented detail3–5. Although 
the virus spread globally in early 2020 before borders closed, intercontinental travel 
has since been greatly reduced. However, travel within Europe resumed in the summer 
of 2020. Here we report on a SARS-CoV-2 variant, 20E (EU1), that was identi!ed in 
Spain in early summer 2020 and subsequently spread across Europe. We !nd no 
evidence that this variant has increased transmissibility, but instead demonstrate how 
rising incidence in Spain, resumption of travel, and lack of e"ective screening and 
containment may explain the variant’s success. Despite travel restrictions, we 
estimate that 20E (EU1) was introduced hundreds of times to European countries by 
summertime travellers, which is likely to have undermined local e"orts to minimize 
infection with SARS-CoV-2. Our results illustrate how a variant can rapidly become 
dominant even in the absence of a substantial transmission advantage in favourable 
epidemiological settings. Genomic surveillance is critical for understanding how 
travel can a"ect transmission of SARS-CoV-2, and thus for informing future 
containment strategies as travel resumes.

The pandemic of COVID-19, which is caused by SARS-CoV-2, is the first 
pandemic for which the spread of a viral pathogen has been globally 
tracked in near real-time using phylogenetic analysis of viral genome 
sequences3–5. SARS-CoV-2 genomes continue to be generated at a rate 
far greater than for any other pathogen, and more than 950,000 full 
genomes were available in the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza 
Data (GISAID) database as of April 20216.

In addition to tracking viral spread, these sequences have been 
used to monitor mutations that might change the transmission, 
pathogenesis, or antigenic properties of the virus. One mutation in 
particular, D614G in the spike protein (Nextstrain clade 20A and its 
descendants), seeded large outbreaks in Europe in early 2020 and 
subsequently dominated outbreaks in the Americas, thereby largely 
replacing previously circulating lineages. This rapid rise led to the sug-
gestion that this variant is more transmissible, which has since been 
corroborated by phylogenetic7,8 and experimental evidence9,10. Sub-
sequently, three variants of concern—Alpha/501Y.V1/B.1.1.7 (refs. 11,12),  
Beta/501Y.V2/B.1.351 (refs. 13,14) and Gamma/501Y.V3/P.1 (ref. 15), which 

have increased transmissibility and/or can partially escape neutraliza-
tion—were identified at the end of 2020.

Following the global dissemination of SARS-CoV-2 in early 20203, 
intercontinental travel dropped markedly. Within Europe, however, 
travel (particularly holiday travel) resumed in the summer. Here we 
report on SARS-CoV-2 variant 20E (EU1), with an A222V mutation in the 
spike protein, which first rose in frequency in Spain in early summer 
2020 and subsequently spread to multiple locations in Europe, rising in 
frequency in parallel. This variant and a second variant (20A.EU2, with 
an S477N mutation in the spike protein) accounted for the majority of 
sequences in Europe in the autumn of 2020.

European variants in summer 2020
Figure 1 shows a time-scaled phylogeny of sequences sampled in Europe 
up to the end of November 2020 and their global context, highlighting 
the variants discussed here. A cluster of sequences in clade 20A has 
an additional mutation (spike A222V), shown in orange. We designate 
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